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ABOUT US

Pioneer started with typical agency start-up, one recruiter, a laptop
and over a decade’s worth of expertise with one distinct advantage,
that Recruiter had already built a successful business having learnt
from many of the growing pains start-ups typically feel! 

One became two very quickly and the journey was well under way
with a focus around keeping things simple, doing a great job,
working with some of the most interesting and demanding
businesses and attracting the best talent from all over the globe.
 
The name Pioneer was born from what our founder Mark felt he
stood for in the world of talent attraction and fulfilment. Bold,
Leading, Original, Experimental, Speculator, Champion, Breaking
boundaries and Discovery. 

Core Technology
Cyber Security & Cloud
Agile, Change & Product
Electronics Engineering
MedTech
Data & Analytics

Today we have six specialist teams that sit across our combined
40 years' of expertise in talent mobility.

All divisions operate globally, with a particular focus across the
UK, Europe and the Middle East.



PIONEER
DIVISIONS

CYBER SECURITY & CLOUD
CLOUD SECURITY / NETWORK SECURITY / INFORMATION SECURITY / IDENTITY &
ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

TECHNOLOGY
TESTING / DIGITAL & DEVELOPMENT / BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & BIG DATA / CLOUD

AGILE, CHANGE & PRODUCT
CHANGE & TRANSFORMATION / AGILE DELIVERY / PRODUCT OWNERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT

DATA & ANALYTICS
DATA SCIENCE / INSIGHT & ANALYTICS, MARKETING & VISUALISATION / AI &
MACHINE LEARNING 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
EMBEDDED / SEMICONDUCTOR / SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT / HARDWARE

MEDTECH
MEDICAL DEVICES / BIOTECHNOLOGY / QUALITY ASSURANCE, MANAGEMENT &
REGULATORY AFFAIRS  



PLACEMENTS 2019/20

C++ DEVELOPERS – ADAS AUTOMOTIVE / FUNCTIONAL SAFETY EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS /

APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS / FIELD SERVICE/SUPPORT ENGINEERS / FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT – VHDL / POWER

ELECTRONICS / SOFTWARE TESTERS / ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS / MEMS ENGINEERS

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

CYBER SECURITY & CLOUD
SECURITY ARCHITECTS/CONSULTANTS / SECURITY ENGINEERS / GCP CONSULTANTS/ENGINEERS / CLOUD
SECURITY ARCHITECTS/CONSULTANTS / SYSTEMS ENGINEERS (INFRASTRUCTURE) / ENTERPRISE, SOLUTION &
TECHNICAL ARCHITECTS / PEN TESTERS

AGILE, CHANGE & PRODUCT
HEAD OF CHANGE / PROJECT/PROGRAMME MANAGERS / BUSINESS ANALYSTS / COMMUNICATIONS & CHANGE
MANAGERS / PMO / AGILE TRANSFORMATION LEADS/AGILE COACHES/AGILE DELIVERY MANAGERS / SCRUM
MASTERS / HEAD OF PRODUCT / PRODUCT MANAGERS/PRODUCT OWNERS

TECHNOLOGY
DATA ENGINEER, DATA ARCHITECTS / JAVA DEVELOPER, GCP CONSULTANT, SOFTWARE ENGINEER / DEVOPS
ENGINEER/SRE / TEST ANALYST / APPLICATION DEVELOPER/C# DEVELOPER / DATA PRODUCT OWNER

DATA & ANALYTICS
DATA SCIENTIST / DECISION SCIENTIST / DATA GOVERNANCE ANALYST / BIG DATA SCIENCE SPECIALIST / DATA
VISUALISATION EXPERT / MARKETING ANALYST / CRM MANAGER / CUSTOMER ANALYTICS / DIGITAL ANALYSTS /
MACHINE LEARNING ENGINEER / DEEP LEARNING EXPERT / COMPUTER VISION EXPERT 

MEDTECH
VALIDATION SPECIALIST / QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST / QUALITY CONTROL SPECIALIST / SAFETY ENGINEER
/ BIOINFORMATICS / LABORATORY TECHNICIANS / SCIENTISTS FOR MACHINE LEARNING / AI SPECIALISTS /
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS / ELECTROMECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS / MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS / ROBOTICS



When clients select an APSCo member, they can rest assured
that they are partnering with a professional recruitment firm that
is committed to best practice and achieving the highest quality
standards supported by a brand with an international reputation
for excellence.

APSCo is the only UK recruitment trade body with an
international footprint with in-country operations in Germany,
Singapore and Australia. It offers candidates and employers a
trusted badge of quality

Increased pool of diverse candidates 

Greater peace of mind from working with the best 

Enhanced employer brand and reduced risk 

APSCo provide the latest diversity guidance and advice to help members access

new, diverse talent pools, support their CSR objectives and encourage best practice

throughout the candidate sourcing and selection process.  

Over 20 quality checks with clients and candidates and a commitment to APSCo’s

strict Code of Conduct that makes sure that only the best firms can become APSCo

members.

Access to best practice legal advice and the latest market intelligence to source

rare talent and mitigate reputational risk.

APSCO
PARTNERSHIP

APSCo
APPROVED 

7 YEARS



Pioneer Search offer the type of service
that in my opinion is the future of

agency recruitment. I have dealt them
both as a candidate and a client, they

have understood my needs
when looking for a job and now as

a hiring manager. I cannot recommend
them enough.  

Head of IT, Automotive, London 

I can see exactly how you are the
right partner in supporting us. I’m 100%

sure you can find the right highly
qualified candidate’s for us! 

HR, multinational Technology & Engineering, Germany

Alex has done an amazing job
at basically building our Tech team

 HR, Intelligent Lighting Technology, UK

”

CLIENT & CANDIDATE
TESTIMONIALS

”

Since Pioneer started recruiting for us
we have seen a real improvement in
the quality of the service provided
which has resulted in a number of
recent placements. However, for us it's
not just about making placements it's
about understanding the vacancies
and the business needs , which
Pioneer has been able to demonstrate
through the quality of the
applications. 
HR, Investment Managment, London

“

“

”
Oliver arranged the process for my
recruitment in 2019. He was very
helpful, diligent and efficient during all
phases. He's an excellent professional
in my view and I would highly
recommend him.
Data Architect, Financial Services, London

“

”

“
”

“



CLIENT CASE STUDY
At Pioneer Search we pride ourselves on the relationships we build with our clients. We work with you to find
the right fit technically and culturally.

Overview of company?

We are a digital health-tech organisation, working

primarily with the NHS.

What was the need of the business to require a

new hire?

The covid-19 crisis resulted in a very sudden spike in

usage of our platform, requiring us to find a way to

further scale our architecture at pace. For that we

decided we needed some outside help.

How did you come across Pioneer Search as a

supplier?

A recommendation from a friend, one whose

professional opinion I value highly due to their

experience and seniority in the technology industry.

How did you find the recruitment and on-

boarding process?

Fast (yet thorough) and efficient. Communication was

regular and well managed.

What additional value did you receive from the

service?

We were given excellent guidance to ensure we fully

understood the IR35 requirements.

How has the candidate settled into the role and

have they met your expectations?

They have met and even exceeded expectations in every

way so far. The new hire has produced high quality work

at pace and communicated progress very well.

How significant would the business impact have

been without the hire?

Potentially highly significant. The additional levels of

scalability and resilience they added to our platform at

pace have been vital.

How would you describe your experience with

Pioneer Search?

I'd rate them above any other recruitment agency I've

worked with. Pratap was always friendly, professional, and

highly competent. He found us a shortlist of quality

candidates very quickly, and made the process effortless.

CTO - Digital Healthcare Organisation



WHERE DO WE RECRUIT

With our HQ based in
London - Pioneer
Search recruits the
best talent Globally. 

Our team is just a
stones throw from
the rest of Europe
and are happy to
come and visit you to
discuss how we can
partner with you to
find the best talent
on the market.  

COUNTRIES WE HAVE MADE PLACEMENTS IN

COUNTRIES WE FEEL COMFORTABLE RECRUITING IN
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